FOCUS ST COLD AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM
FITTING INSTRUCT IONS

The GGR Cold Air Induction System (CAIS) is designed as a direct replacement
for the standard air filter assembly. Although fitting of this is not overly
complicated, great care should be taken to follow these instructions to
prevent damaging your new ST.
If you have any doubts about your abilities to fit this item, we would strongly
suggest that you have this done professionally!
Familiarise yourself with the component parts and read through these
instructions before starting anything.
Please take care to ensure that no foreign bodies can enter the inlet
pipework etc. whilst you have hoses removed, as the delicate turbocharger
compressor wheel could easily become damaged.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Loosen the lower hose clip.

2. Carefully disconnect the airflow sensor.

7. Fit new bonnet release cable bracket.

3. Unhook the rubber gasket.

4. Carefully lift the airbox up and out of its
rubber mounts.

8. Re-route bonnet release cable between radiator cowling and the front panel then reconnect in its revised position.

5. Remove the rubber gasket.

6. Disconnect the bonnet
release cable.

9. Remove intake elbow from standard
airbox.

10. Replace original screws with the
2x5mm screws supplied.
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11. Remove rubber bobbin from standard
airbox.

12. Refit the original elbow on to the GGR
CAIS using the 5mm bolts.

13. Refit the rubber bobbin into the GGR CAIS 14. Refit GGR CAIS carefully onto the front air
intake and then into its mounts.
using a small amount of lubrication.

15. Refit and tighten the air intake hose clip.

16. Refit the airflow sensor plug.
cable.

release

7. The installation is now complete periodically check everything and if you do not have the
necessary skills or tools to do the work please let a specialist do it for you.

GET IN TOUCH...

CONTACT US
If you’re interested in, or need more information about our Focus ST
conversions please contact us:
E: sales@grahamgoode.com
T: 0116 244 0080
W: www.grahamgoode.com
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